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Abstract Many reduced order models are neither robust with respect to the
parameter changes nor cost-effective enough for handling the nonlinear de-
pendence of complex dynamical systems. In this study, we put forth a robust
machine learning framework for projection based reduced order modeling of
such nonlinear and nonstationary systems. As a demonstration, we focus on
a nonlinear advection-diffusion system given by the viscous Burgers equation,
which is a prototype setting of more realistic fluid dynamics applications with
the same quadratic nonlinearity. In our proposed methodology the effects of
truncated modes are modeled using a singe layer feed-forward neural network
architecture. The neural network architecture is trained by utilizing both the
Bayesian regularization and extreme learning machine approaches, where the
latter one is found to be computationally more efficient. A particular effort is
devoted to the selection of basis functions considering the proper orthogonal
decomposition and Fourier bases. It is shown that the proposed models yield
significant improvements in the accuracy over the standard Galerkin projection
models with a negligibly small computational overhead and provide reliable
predictions with respect to the parameter changes.
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1 Introduction
The ever-increasing need for accurate prediction of many complex nonlinear
processes leads to very large-scale dynamical systems whose simulations and
analyses make overwhelming and unmanageable demands on computational
resources. Since the computational cost of traditional full-order numerical sim-
ulations is extremely prohibitive, many successful model order reduction ap-
proaches have been introduced [1,16,24,29,31,32,45,56,67,71,77]. The purpose
of such approaches is to reduce this computational burden and serve as surro-
gate models for efficient computational analysis of such systems, especially in
settings where the traditional methods require repeated model evaluations over
a large range of parameter values. Simplifying computational complexity of the
underlying mathematical model these reduced order models offer promises in
many prediction, identification, design, optimization, and control applications.
However, they are neither robust with respect to the parameter changes nor
low-cost to handle nonlinear dependence for complex nonlinear dynamical sys-
tems encountered in a wide range of physical phenomena. Therefore, reduced
order modeling (ROM) remains an open challenge and the development of
efficient and reliable model order reduction techniques is of paramount impor-
tance for both fundamental and applied science. In this study, we focus on
the development of an accurate and robust machine learning framework for
projection based nonlinear model order reduction of such transient nonlinear
systems.
The basic philosophy of projection based approaches is the alleviation of
the intense computational burden of the partial differential equations obtained
from governing laws [9]. These approaches endeavor to reduce the high degrees
of freedom of a governing law through an expansion in a transformed space,
traditionally with orthogonal bases. The choice of the transformation aids the
user in the identification of sparseness and thus allows them to obtain a dense
(but low dimensional) representation of the same governing law. Among the
large variety of reduced order modeling strategies, proper orthogonal decom-
position (POD) has emerged as a popular technique for the study of dynam-
ical systems [3, 6, 8]. With respect to terminology, POD is also referred to as
the Karhunen-Loe´ve expansion [54], principal component analysis [41] or the
empirical orthogonal function [55]. A successful construction of quality POD
bases requires a collection of high fidelity numerical simulations of the govern-
ing equations of the dynamic system being studied if an exact solution is not
available. This information is used to devise optimal bases for the transformed
space. Indeed, the construction of these bases also serve as a post-processing
tool for instance as a method of extraction of the large scale coherent struc-
tures in statistical pattern recognition [57]. This is because the global POD
modes may be spanned through a considerably truncated number of bases
to resolves attractors and transients as well. This study, however, is oriented
more towards the feedback flow control community which attempts to used
POD as a degree of freedom reduction technique. We would like to emphasize
here that there exist several noteworthy approaches to ROM implementation
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such as Dynamic Mode Decomposition (or DMD) which is a technique for
determining a low-dimensional subspace from observed data similar to POD
but with a description of the dynamics on that subspace [75]. Another pop-
ular technique for determining a reduced subspace is the extended DMD (or
EDMD). The reader is direct to [70, 80] for an excellent discussion of these
closely related approaches.
In our investigation, we implement the POD for our ROM analysis using
a Galerkin projection (GP) approach. POD-GP has extensively been used to
provide fast and accurate simulations of large nonlinear systems [13, 49, 85].
This approach is devised so as to generate a reduced model where the trun-
cated modes are evolved through time as a set of ordinary differential equa-
tions. This may be considered to be a projection type approach as it is ob-
tained by projecting the truncated modes (obtained from our POD) onto the
governing equations. We must remark here that the an orthogonal projec-
tion has been used to move our problem to the reduced subspace. A non-
orthogonal projection may also be employed which is generally known as the
Petrov-Galerkin projection [5]. Another approach one may use for nonlinear
systems is given by Koopman operator theory [33] which identifies a subspace
where the nonlinear dynamics are linearized and uncoupled. However, in this
investigation we limit ourselves to the GP approach alone. The process of
truncation (which is necessary for degree of freedom reduction) introduces a
limitation to our chosen approach. The truncation procedure causes a signifi-
cant loss of information particularly for highly non-stationary, convective and
nonlinear problems [21,27]. Therefore, there have been considerable efforts to
mitigate the drawbacks of this loss of information such as through the pro-
cess of closure modeling [15, 73, 82, 83] where arguments are made in favor of
modeling the effect of the discarded modes on the preserved ones. Another
promising approach is to develop strategies for constructing more represen-
tative bases [16–18, 44, 50, 74]. We note that bases obtained from orthogonal
Fourier modes have also been utilized in this investigation for added compar-
ison.
By analogy with the large eddy simulations of turbulent flows, several
eddy viscosity type of closure models have been introduced for ROMs [2,
6, 12, 14, 66, 73, 74, 78, 81, 83, 84]. Recently, a new closure modeling frame-
work for stabilization of ROMs has been proposed by using a robust Lya-
punov control theory. It has been demonstrated that the Lyapunov-based
closure model is robust to parametric uncertainties and the free parame-
ters are optimized using a data-driven multi-parametric extremum seeking
algorithm [10, 11]. Other stabilization models for ROMs have been also sug-
gested in literature [4,7,11,21,43,51,67,69,86,88]. In addition to these models,
Cazemier’s closure modeling approach [19, 20, 73] uses the concept of energy
conservation to account for the truncated modes.
The focus of the present investigation will be to utilize a data-driven su-
pervised machine learning framework for the closure (and stabilization) of a
highly truncated POD implemented using the GP approach. A single layer
feed-forward artificial neural network is used to estimate the effect of the dis-
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carded modes on the retained ones during the time integration of the ordinary
differential equations obtained using POD-GP. In brief, an artificial neural
network (ANN) can be used to setup a nonlinear relationship between a de-
sired set of inputs and targets provided a large set of benchmark data for the
underlying statistical relationship is available. It is therefore no surprise that
this subset of the machine learning field has seen wide application in function
approximation, data classification, pattern recognition and dynamic systems
control applications [23, 87]. Before an ANN is deployed, it must be trained
to accurately capture the nonlinear relationship between its inputs and out-
puts. For this purpose, a high fidelity solution of the Burgers equation is used
to generate the ‘true’ modes. An optimization problem is solved to minimize
a desired performance function (which generally represents a measure of the
suitability of a network for prediction). While we shall provide information
about the machine learning framework implemented here in far greater detail
within, we note that we have used the Bayesian regularization [30] and ex-
treme learning machine [42] approaches for the training of the artificial neural
network. Both methods have been developed in the machine learning com-
munity for the accurate capture of statistical trends in noisy data. While the
former is famed for its accuracy, the latter is attractive due to its very low
computational cost. Indeed, the extreme learning machine (or ELM) proves to
be very exciting as a possible means to address the need for fast learning in
dynamically adaptive systems (although the topic of which is left to a separate
investigation).
While there have been investigations into the suitability of machine learn-
ing techniques for the purpose of ROM implementations [46, 62–64, 72] and
these approaches are quite well studied for use in feedback flow control where
they are used to generate a direct mapping of flow measurements to actuator
control systems [25,26,28,34–36,39,52], it is our belief that the work presented
in this document represents the first utilization of an ANN as closure model in
the POD-GP framework. As mentioned previously, information from the time
evolution of our PDE (from its analytical solution) is leveraged to provide a
supervised learning framework for the ANN to approximate the error in the
modal evolution through GP. A regularized training ensures that no local-
ized behavior is observed from the trained ANN with respect to the governing
equations and the data they have produced. Training data sets are generated
through different realizations of the viscosity of the viscous Burgers equation
with a high degree of freedom. The trained ANN architecture is then tested
for its ability to stabilize modal evolution for values of viscosity that are not in
the training data set. Our investigations can be summarized by the following
bullet points
– A machine learning based closure model is implemented in the ROM frame-
work (using a Galerkin projection) through the use of a single layer feed-
forward artificial neural network. Both optimal POD and Fourier modes
are used as the bases of the transformation space.
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– The closure is ‘trained’ using high fidelity data obtained from the true solu-
tion of the time evolution of our partial differential equation. The Bayesian
regularization and extreme learning machine approaches are used for a reg-
ularized training to capture underlying statistical data.
– The proposed framework is tested through a ROM framework for the vis-
cous Burgers equation for physical parameters which were not included in
the training data set.
The rest of this paper is devoted to a mathematical development of the
concepts we have introduced as well as a documentation of our results.
2 Mathematical model
The viscous Burgers equation is our governing law of choice for this study. We
employ the conservative form of the equation given by
∂u
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(
1
2
u2
)
=
1
Re
∂2u
∂x2
, (1)
where Re is the Reynolds number. This equation is generally considered a
lower-dimensional equivalent for the full Navier-Stokes equations due to its
advective and diffusive behavior. It is therefore, quite common, to use the
Burgers equation for the preliminary evaluation of ROM frameworks prior to
deployment for fluid flow problems [43,48,73]. Indeed, it may be considered a
challenging convective system for ROM assessments as it characterizes local-
ized flow structures such as shock waves.
3 Basis selection
In this section, we detail the two types of bases chosen for the transformation
space of our PDE. Some of the bases obtained using our two approaches are
shown in 4 and we note that they are orthogonal to each other.
3.1 Fourier basis functions
As a first choice for our orthogonal bases, we utilize the Fourier series co-
efficients. In order to ensure that the boundary conditions of the PDE are
respected we discard the Cosine components of the series and are left with
φk =
√
2
L
sin(kpix/L). (2)
where x ∈ (0, L) is our extent of the physical domain. We remark here that
these bases may not be considered optimal as they are devised without any
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information from our exact solutions but through intuition. The condition for
orthonormality between bases can be expressed as:
(φk, φl) =
{
1, k = l
0, k 6= l . (3)
3.2 POD basis functions
In this subsection, we detail the POD approach for ROM to capture unsteady,
convective and non-periodic dynamics of governing PDEs. The reader is di-
rected to [73] for a far more detailed discussion of this topic.
A POD can be constructed from the scalar field f at different times (also
known as snapshots). These snapshots are either obtained by solving the gov-
erning equations through a DNS or (as in this case) through the exact solution.
In the following, we will utilize the index i to indicate a particular snapshot
in time. For the POD approach we utilize a total of N snapshots for the field
variable, i.e., f i(x) for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The flow field data for our governing
laws may thus be represented as
f(x, t) = f¯(x) + fˆ(x, t), f¯(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(x, ti), (4)
where f¯ implies a temporal averaging of a particular point value in the field
and fˆ contains the fluctuating quantity. We must remark here that f¯ is a
function of space alone whereas fˆ is a function of both space and time. A
correlation matrix may be constructed using the fluctuating components of
the snapshots to give
Cij =
∫
Ω
fˆ i(x)fˆ j(x)dx, (5)
where Ω is the entire spatial domain and i and j refer to the ith and jth snap-
shots. The correlation matrix C is a non-negative symmetric square matrix of
side N . If we define the inner product of any two fields f1 and f2 as
(f1, f2) =
∫
Ω
f1(x)f2(x)dx (6)
we may express the correlation matrix as Cij = (fˆ
i, fˆ j). In this study, we
use the well-known Simpson’s 3/8 integration rule for a numerical computa-
tion of the inner products. The optimal POD basis functions are obtained on
performing an eigendecomposition for the C matrix. This has been shown in
detail in the POD literature (see, e.g., [40, 68, 79]). The eigenvalue problem
can be written in the following form:
CW = WΛ , (7)
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where Λ = diag[λ1, λ2, ..., λN ] is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues
of this decomposition and W =[ w1 , w2 , ...,wN ], λj is an orthogonal basis
consisting of the eigenvectors of this decomposition. The eigenvalues are stored
in descending order, λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λN . The POD basis functions can be
written as
φ1(x) =
N∑
i=1
w1i fˆ(x, ti), φ2(x) =
N∑
i=1
w2i fˆ(x, ti), ..., φN (x) =
N∑
i=1
wNi fˆ
i(x) ,
(8)
where wji is the ith component of eigenvector w
j . Therefore we emphasize that
the POD modes are ranked according to the magnitude of their eigenvalue.
The eigenvectors must also be normalized in order to satisfy the condition
of orthonormality between bases given by Eq. (3). It can be shown that, for
Eq. (3) to be true for the POD bases, the eigenvector wj must satisfy the
following equation:
N∑
i=1
wjiw
j
i =
1
λj
. (9)
In practice, most of the subroutines for solving the eigensystem given in Eq. (7)
return the eigenvector matrix W having all the eigenvectors normalized to
unity. In that case, the orthogonal POD bases are given by
φj(x) =
1√
λj
N∑
i=1
wji fˆ(x, ti) (10)
where φj(x) is the jth POD basis function. The main motivation behind the
construction of a ROM using the optimal POD bases is due to the fact that
modes with high magnitudes of eigenvalues retain a greater proportion of the
energy of the system. Hence, it is possible to construct a lower degree of
freedom approximation of our sparse PDE in the space transformed by the
aforementioned eigenvectors.
4 Projection based model order reduction
For our test case given by the Burgers equation, the Galerkin projection can
be carried out in the following manner.
uˆ(x, t) =
M∑
k=1
ak(t)φk(x) , (11)
where ak are the time dependent coefficients, and φk are the space dependent
modes. To derive the Galerkin projection, we first rewrite the Burgers equation
(i.e., Eq. (1)) in the following form
∂u
∂t
= L[u] +N [u;u] , (12)
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where
L[f ] =
1
Re
∂2f
∂x2
(13)
is the linear operator, and
N [f ; g] = − ∂
∂x
(
1
2
fg
)
(14)
is the nonlinear operator. By applying this projection to our nonlinear system
(i.e., multiplying Eq. (12) with the basis functions and integrating over the
domain), we obtain our ROM, denoted POD-GP-ROM when using the optimal
POD modes and Fourier-GP-ROM when using Fourier modes:(
∂u
∂t
, φk
)
= (L[u], φk) + (N [u;u], φk), for k = 1, 2, ...,M , (15)
where we use Eq. (4) and Eq. (11) to yield
u(x, t) = u¯(x) +
M∑
k=1
ak(t)φk(x) , (16)
and substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (11), and simplifying the resulting equation
by using the condition of orthogonality given in Eq. (3), the ROM implemen-
tation can be written as follows:
dak
dt
= Bk +
M∑
i=1
Likai +
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Nijkaiaj , for k = 1, 2, ...,M , (17)
where
Bk = (L[u¯], φk) + (N [u¯; u¯], φk) (18)
Lik = (L[φi], φk) + (N [u¯;φi] +N [φi; u¯], φk) (19)
Nijk = (N [φi;φj ], φk). (20)
The GP-ROM given by Eq. (17) consists of M coupled ODEs and can be
solved by a standard numerical method (such as the third-order Runge-Kutta
scheme that was used in this study). The number of degrees of freedom of
the system is now significantly lower. The vectors, matrices and tensors in
Eqs. (18)-(20) are also precomputed quantities, which results in a dynamical
system that can be solved very efficiently. To complete the dynamical sys-
tem given by Eq. (17), the initial condition is given by using the following
projection:
ak(t = 0) = (u(x, t = 0)− u¯(x), φk) , (21)
where u(x, t = 0) is the physical initial condition of the problem given in
Eq. (1).
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5 Artificial neural networks
5.1 Network architecture
The basic structure of the simple feed-forward artificial neural network consists
of L layers with each layer possessing a predefined number of unit cells called
neurons. Each of these layers has an associated transfer function and each unit
cell has an associated bias. Any input to the neuron has a bias added to it
followed by activation through the transfer function. To describe this process
using equations, we have for a single neuron in the lth layer receiving a vector
of inputs Sl from the (l − 1)th layer given by [23]
Sl = WlXl−1, (22)
where Wl stands for a matrix of weights linking the l − 1 and l layers with
Xl−1 being the output of the (l−1)th layer. The output of the lth layer is now
given by
Xl = G(Sl + Bl), (23)
where Bl is the vector of biasing parameters for the lth layer. Every node
(or unit cell) has an associated transfer function which acts on its input and
bias to produce an output which is ‘fed forward’ the network. The nodes
which take the raw input value of our training data set (i.e., the nodes of
the first layer in the network) perform no computation (i.e., they do not have
any biasing or activation through a transfer function). The next layers are
a series of unit cells which have an associated bias and activation function
which perform computation on their inputs. These are called the hidden layers
with the individual unit cells known as neurons. Note that it is common in
literature to consider these the only layers in the network. The final layer in
the network is that of the outputs. The output layers generally have a linear
activation function with a bias which implies a simple summation of inputs
incident to a unit cell with its associated bias. In this investigation, we have
used one hidden layer of neurons between the set of inputs and targets with a
Tan-Sigmoid activation function. The Tan-Sigmoid function can be expressed
as
G(a) =
2
1 + exp(−2a) − 1 (24)
The transfer function G calculates the neuron’s output given its net input. In
theory, any differentiable function can qualify as an activation function [89],
however, only a small number of functions which are bounded, monotonically
increasing and differentiable are used for this purpose. The choice of using
ANN is motivated by its excellent performance as a forecasting tool [22, 47]
and its general suitability in the machine learning and function estimation
domain (e.g., see [38] and references therein).
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5.2 ANN closure modeling for ROM
Eq. (17) can be rewritten as
dak
dt
= Rk (25)
where
Rk = Bk +
M∑
i=1
Likai +
M∑
i=1
M∑
j=1
Nijkaiaj , (26)
where we have truncated our modal quantities to a reduced number (M).
At this point, a closure term must be introduced to account for the effect of
truncation. This gives us
dak
dt
= Rk + R˜k (27)
where R˜k accounts for the residual effects of the discarded modes. An ANN
architecture is introduced to model this term. For the purpose of training, we
need to assess what our modal quantities would evolve like if there was no
truncation (i.e., a pure evolution of the PDE in a transformed space). We may
obtain this by using our underlying PDE
∂u
∂t
= L[u] +N [u;u] (28)
and applying our familiar projection to get(
φk,
∂u
∂t
)
= (φk, L[u] +N [u;u]) (29)
which gives us
dak
dt
= (φk, L[u] +N [u;u]) (30)
where our true projected right hand side becomes
R¯k = (φk, L[u] +N [u;u]) . (31)
One may now compare Eqs. (27) and (31) to obtain
Rk + R˜k = R¯k. (32)
Thus to summarize: Rk is our standard truncated GP obtained using either
POD or Fourier bases, R˜k is the closure we would like to model, R¯k is the
true projection obtained by transforming the exact solution to the new space
spanned by the POD or Fourier bases.
An ANN architecture is devised which aids us in developing a nonlinear
relationship between a set of inputs given by the Reynolds number (Re), the
present time (t) and the truncated GP projections (i.e., R1, R2, . . . , RM ). The
outputs are given by the closures (i.e., R˜1, R˜2, . . . , R˜M ). The architecture of
our ANN is shown in Fig. (5) and Q is our number of hidden neurons.
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5.3 Bayesian regularization
The training of a desired ANN is carried out by minimizing the error between
the target and the inputs to determine a set of best fit parameters. These
best fit parameters are the biases and linear weights that have captured the
underlying relationship between the targets and inputs and may now be used
to predict target data for inputs a posteriori. The advantage of using the ANN
approach over traditional statistical regression models is that comparatively
smaller data sets for training are suitable. The objective function of a neural
network training is given by:
F
.
= ED =
ns∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣ti − x0i ∣∣∣∣2 , (33)
which is a classic mean squared error of the outputs and the targets. Note that
our input data may be defined as:
X0 =
[
x01 x
0
2 . . . x
0
ns
]
(34)
where ns is the number of sample data. Our output data can also be repre-
sented similarly as:
T =
[
t1 t2 . . . tns
]
. (35)
There is an important caveat to the ‘mean-squared-error’ based training of
neural networks: regularization techniques are imperative for the prevention
of overfitting noise in our data. In our investigation, we shall use the Bayesian
regularization (BR) and extreme learning machine (ELM) approaches which
have become popular for their regularization ability.
The Bayesian regularization training procedure augments the performance
function of the ANN training by penalizing the sum of the squared weights of
the network [30, 58]. This is in contrast to the traditional methods which are
oriented to minimizing the sum of squared errors alone (which is dangerous
for noisy data as it promotes excessive localization). This modified objective
function is then implemented in a Bayesian framework where the parameters
in the network (i.e., the weights and the biases) are considered as random
variables. Mathematically we have,
F = βED + αEW , (36)
where EW is the sum of squared weights and α, β are the weight coefficients
which are dynamically adjusted during training. The scalar EW may be math-
ematically represented as the sum of the Frobenius norm of the layer 1 and
layer 2 weight matrices:
EW =
∣∣∣∣W1∣∣∣∣
F
+
∣∣∣∣W2∣∣∣∣
F
. (37)
If α << β, the training aims to reduce weight sizes at the expense of network
errors thereby producing a smoother network response. The main challenge
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is the setting of the weight coefficients after which a regular gradient based
optimization technique may be used to adjust the weights of the ANN for
one iteration. This is done through the computation of a quantity known
as the effective number of parameters (γ) [30]. Once one step of the stan-
dard Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is completed from the initial condition
where α = 0, β = 1 and weights are initialized according to the Nguyen-
Widrow method [65], the effective number of parameters is computed from
the knowledge of the Hessian matrix available from the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [53,60]:
γ = P tot − 2αtr(L)−1 (38)
where P tot is the total number of parameters (i.e., weights and biases of the
entire network) and L is given by:
L = ∇2F (z) ≈ 2βJᵀJ + 2αI (39)
where J is the Jacobian matrix of the training set errors [37] and z is the vector
of all network parameters (refer equation 12.36 in [23]). The superscript ᵀ rep-
resents the matrix transpose operation. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm,
may then be utilized to obtain a new estimate of the network parameters:
znew = z− [JᵀJ + µI]−1Jᵀe. (40)
Note that this algorithm is a hybrid between the Newton’s method and steepest
descent approach to function minimization with the gradient of the objective
function given by:
∇z = Jᵀe, (41)
with e being the vector of network errors. When the scalar µ is small, the
algorithm behaves more like the Newton’s method of root finding using the
Hessian Matrix JᵀJ. When µ is large, the algorithm becomes steepest descent
with a small step size. In brief, the parameter µ is decreased after each success-
ful step that reduced the objective function and increased only if a tentative
step increases the objective function. Following this step, new estimates for
the weighting coefficients are obtained from
α =
γ
2EW (znew)
and β =
P tot − γ
2ED(znew)
. (42)
Now that the weighting coefficients are updated one may iterate through
the aforementioned steps till a desired convergence is reached. An updated
value of α and β, gives us a newly weighted performance function which may
be minimized by a variety of gradient based optimization algorithms (here we
have used the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm) to obtain a new set of optimal
weights and biases at the end of each iteration. Algorithm 1 summarizes the
BR training methodology. The BR algorithm is equipped with a convergence
criteria given by a maximum value of µ (implying that the minima of the
objective function has been reached) or a value of the gradient is obtained
which is lower than the minimum gradient threshold specified prior to the
start of the minimization process.
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Algorithm 1 Bayesian Regularization
1: Given X0 and T . Given inputs and targets
2: α = 0 and β = 1 . Our regularization initial condition
3: µ = 0.001 and (∇z)min = 10−7 . Our training initial condition
4: Initialize W1, W2, B1, B2 . Initialize non-zero random parameters
5: while Not converged do . Convergence criteria
6: Calculate new α and β from Eqs. (38-42) . To ensure generalization
7: Minimize objective function F . One iteration of Levenberg-Marquardt
8: Update W1 = W1 +∆W1 . Levenberg-Marquardt calculates ∆W1
9: Update W2 = W2 +∆W2 . Levenberg-Marquardt calculates ∆W2
10: Update B1 = B1 +∆B1 . Levenberg-Marquardt calculates ∆B1
11: Update B2 = B2 +∆B2 . Levenberg-Marquardt calculates ∆B2
12: end while
5.4 Extreme learning machine
In this section we detail the extreme learning machine approach to generalized
single layer feedforward ANN training. This methodology was proposed in [42]
for extremely fast training of a single layer feedforward ANN based on the
principles of the least squares approximation. For the ease of description, let
us define a few matrices for the single layer feedforward network. We remark
that is a generalization of the architecture introduced in Section 5.1. Our input
matrix is
X0 =
[
x01 x
0
2 . . . x
0
ns
]
(43)
where pi is the i
th sample (out of a total of ns samples) of a multidimensional
input vector. Our weights connecting the inputs to the middle (hidden) layer
are given by
W1 =

w11
w12
...
w1Q
 (44)
where wi is the i
th neuron (out of a total of Q neurons) in the hidden layer.
These are initialized to be small non-zero random numbers to enforce general-
ization. The extreme learning machine methodology prescribes biases only for
hidden layer neurons and these may be given by can be given by
B1 =

b11
b12
...
b1Q
 . (45)
The output of the hidden layer neurons becomes
Hᵀ = G(W1X0 + B1) (46)
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where G(X) implies an tan-sigmoid activation procedure on each element of a
matrix X. The weight matrix of the second layer may be given as
W2 =
[
w21 w
2
2 . . . w
2
Q
]
. (47)
Our outputs of the ELM may thus be represented as
S1 = W2Hᵀ, (48)
which must be trained against a set of targets corresponding to each input
vector given by
T =
[
t1 t2 . . . tns
]
. (49)
The ELM training mechanism is given as follows. In order to calculate the
matrix W2, we must recognize that its optimal solution should satisfy
W2opH
ᵀ = T (50)
or by taking a transpose of both sides
HW2
ᵀ
op = T
ᵀ (51)
which leads us to the following expression for the optimal weights
W2
ᵀ
op = H
†Tᵀ. (52)
The weights W1 and biases B1 are generated initially using random numbers.
The matrix given by H† is calculated using a generalized Moore-Penrose pseu-
doinverse [76]. Once the optimal weights of the second layer are obtained, our
network is trained for deployment. Due to the random number values chosen
for the weights in the first layer, our network is well suited to highly effec-
tive abstraction of the training process due to a smaller degree of freedom of
the overall ANN. The obvious advantage of this approach compared to the
BR method is the substitution of an iterative minimization to a direct least
squares approximation using the pseudoinverse. The procedure for the ELM
method is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Extreme Learning Machine
1: Given X0 and T . Given inputs and targets
2: Initialize W1 and B1 . Initialize non-zero random parameters
3: Calculate Hᵀ . From Eq. (46)
4: Calculate pseudoinverse H† . Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
5: Calculate layer 2 weights W2 = H†Tᵀ . Least squares solution for optimal weights
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Table 1 Comparison of training times (in seconds) for the BR and ELM training algorithms
for our model test case given by Eq. (53). Here amplitude refers to the approximate order
of the random number that has been added to each data point. Note how increasing noise
causes an increase in BR convergence times.
Amplitude = 0 Amplitude = 0.05 Amplitude = 0.1
Trial Number ELM BR ELM BR ELM BR
Trial 1 0.002514 0.91155 0.002409 2.03174 0.023618 1.91132
Trial 2 0.001187 0.51236 0.001286 2.06923 0.001208 5.29371
Trial 3 0.001373 0.70040 0.001565 2.86361 0.001638 1.64957
Trial 4 0.001203 0.81693 0.001230 1.33273 0.001186 2.28243
Trial 5 0.001335 1.24820 0.001099 2.26790 0.001328 2.06521
5.5 Performance comparison between BR and ELM
Before proceeding to the results of our investigation, it would be useful to
compare the computational cost of the BR and ELM training algorithms.
In addition, since both algorithms are designed for regularization ability, it
would also be helpful to see their training performance for noisy data. For this
purpose, we choose a simple one dimensional problem to test both approaches
given by:
f(x) =
{
sin(pix)
x , x 6= 0
1, x = 1 .
(53)
A training data set is devised by obtaining 51 samples of the above function
at equal intervals within x ∈ [−2, 2]. In addition two other training data sets
are obtained with varying amounts of noise. We use a pseudorandom number
generator and multiply the random number with an amplitude to mimic noise
which is added to each training data point. To sum up, our test cases are
those with zero noise, with an amplitude of 0.05 and 0.1. The ELM and BR
algorithms were then tested on all training data sets. Five trials for each data
set were run and training times were recorded as given in Table (1). It is
apparent that an increased noise in the data causes an increased duration for
the convergence of the BR algorithm. On the other hand, the ELM method
relies on the calculation of a pseudoinverse of a matrix, the dimensions of
which depend solely on the number of hidden neurons and the size of the
input data set. The regularization ability of the algorithms can be examined
through the performance of the trained ANN output as shown in Fig. (1).
It can be observed that the ELM algorithm generally does a better job at
extracting the underlying function behavior. However, we caution the reader
that this behavior is not conclusive of either algorithm and a variety of test
cases must be examined for stronger conclusions.
6 Results
This section details the results of our investigation for the viscous Burgers
equation problem. Our test case is given by the following initial and boundary
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conditions:
u(x, 0) =
x
1 +
√
1
t0
exp(Rex
2
4 )
u(0, t) = 0
u(L, t) = 0
(54)
where the length of our domain L = 1 and maximum time tm = 2. The
PDE for the Burgers equation with the aforementioned boundary and initial
conditions may be solved exactly to obtain an analytical formulation for the
time evolution for the field variable u(x, t) given by [59]
u(x, t) =
x
t+1
1 +
√
t+1
t0
exp(Re x
2
4t+4 )
(55)
where t0 = exp(Re/8). This exact expression is used to generate snapshot
data for our ROM assessments. We compute inner products using the well-
known Simpson’s rule [61] and a third-order Runge-Kutta scheme is utilized
for solving the resulting ROM. The reader is directed to [73] for a more detailed
discussion of the numerical methods used in this investigation. A space-time
evolution of our solution field is presented in Fig. (2) for an Re = 1000.
Fig. (3) shows the distribution of the eigenvalues as a function of the total
energy captured. It is apparent that retaining the eigenvectors corresponding
to the first 5 eigenvalues causes a 94% capture of energy for the system and
the first 20 modes contribute to 99.93% of the total energy of the system at
Re = 1000. Note that a variation in Re would manifest itself with a higher
number of modes needed to capture an equivalent amount of energy (if Re
increases) and a lower number of modes (if Re decreases).
Before proceeding with an elaboration of our results, it is worthwhile to
elaborate on the definition of our models:
– Fourier-GP-ROM: Reduced order model obtained by the standard Galerkin
projection to Fourier modes.
– POD-GP-ROM: Reduced order model obtained by the standard Galerkin
projection to POD modes.
– Fourier-ANN-ROM: Proposed reduced order model with ANN closure ap-
plied to Fourier modes.
– POD-ANN-ROM: Proposed reduced order model with ANN closure ap-
plied to POD modes.
– Fourier-True: Projection of exact solution of PDE into space spanned by
Fourier modes.
– POD-True: Projection of exact solution of PDE into space spanned by
POD modes.
Fig. (6) shows the time evolution of the solution field when using a ROM
implementation of the Fourier modes. On increasing the number of retained
modes M , one can see a convergence to the true behavior of the PDE. However,
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for Re = 1000, some oscillations can still be observed for M = 30 retained
modes. When using the POD modes instead, as shown in Fig. (7), a quicker
convergence is observed with increasing modes. This is expected since POD
bases are generated from exact snapshot data.
Fig. (8) shows the performance of the Fourier-GP-ROM and POD-GP-
ROM methods against the Fourier-ANN-ROM and POD-ANN-ROM approaches
for the first five modes. The true projections are also shown for the purpose of
comparison. It is immediately apparent that the use of the ANN closures lends
a ‘stabilization’ effect to the modal evolution. We remark that the training
data for the ANN architecture includes modal evolution data sets obtained by
Re ∈ [200, 300, ..., 1200]. At Re = 1000, which is a value of Reynolds number
within the data set, an excellent performance is observed with the ANN-ROM
approaches virtually indistinguishable from the true modes. We note that the
BR training technique has been used for these figures.
The real challenge of our proposed closure lies in its performance for values
of physical parameters which do not lie in the training data set. The ability
to predict modal evolution for values of the Reynolds number which are not
a part of the training data set would be favorable for optimal control ap-
plications where small differences in physical parameters wouldn’t require a
complete high fidelity numerical simulation prior to ROM deployment. Fig. (9)
describe the time series evolution of the first three modes for the ROM imple-
mentations with and without the proposed closures. The bases used for the
Galerkin projection here are the Fourier bases. The ANN closure clearly leads
to a much closer alignment with the true evolution of the modes. What is
notable here is that for Re = 250 and Re = 1500, the ANN closure performs
excellently as well in comparison to the Fourier-GP-ROM which can be seen
to deviate from the trends of the true evolution. A similar conclusion can also
be drawn from Fig. (10), where we have now used the POD bases for our
transformation space. It can also be observed that the POD modes show a
larger deviation from the true evolution without the use of the closure.
Finally, we also detail the effect of the training algorithm (i.e., whether
BR or ELM) for determining the ANN weights and consequent performance.
We have utilized three values of Re = 100, 750, 1500. We remark that none of
the values are a part of the training data set. Also, Re = 100 and Re = 1500
are outside the range of the training data. In particular, we are interested
in the performance of ELM since it represents a massive opportunity for fast
training requirements in dynamical systems. For the case of Re = 100, given
by Fig. (11), we can see the ELM approach progressively converges to the
true evolution with increasing number of neurons Q. For Re = 750, which
lies within the range of our training data set, we can see that the ELM and
BR approaches are more or less equivalent with excellent agreement with the
true evolution (as shown in Fig. (12)). Fig. (13) shows the challenging case
of Re = 1500, where a slight deviation from the true solution can be seen for
ELM at lower number of hidden neurons. Note that this behavior is expected
since the ELM procedure effectively reduces the degrees of freedom of the
single layer feedforward ANN which might prove to be a handicap for a lower
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number of hidden layer neurons. However, the fast training time effectively
offsets the slightly higher necessity for neurons.
7 Conclusions
This work demonstrates the value of utilizing a single layer feedforward artifi-
cial neural network as a closure for reduced order models of the viscous Burgers
equation. A reduced order model for the Burgers equation is created by trans-
forming our partial differential equation using a new set of orthonormal bases
(given by either the optimal POD modes or the Fourier modes). While the
Fourier modes are predefined, the POD space is constructed by using snap-
shot data generated from the exact solution of the system we are studying. The
Galerkin projection methodology is then used to evolve a severely truncated
system with and without our proposed ANN closure. Our proposed closure
consists of an ANN architecture with one hidden layer of neurons which is
trained using ‘true’ modal evolution values generated from the exact solution
of the governing law. The nonlinear relationship approximates the true value
of the right hand side of the Galerkin projection system of ordinary differential
equations, given the truncated modes at the current time step. It thus acts as
a stabilization procedure.
Our numerical assessments reveal that our closure hypothesis proves effi-
cient in the closure of the ROM for both Fourier and POD bases. The ANN
closure is also seen to perform robustly for the modal evolution of systems
with Reynolds numbers which are different from the training data set. This
highlights its potential utility as a closure for ROM-GP based optimal control
for fluid systems. In addition, two different training approaches are utilized
prior to the deployment of the ANN for the purpose of closure. The BR and
ELM training methodologies are selected for this study due to their ability
to give regularized networks (i.e., networks which are less sensitive to noisy
data). While the BR method is exceptional for its accuracy and has become a
mainstay for ANN training for noisy data sets, the ELM approach is extremely
popular due its high speed in training. It is observed that both approaches are
capable of stabilizing modal evolution satisfactorily. In addition, an increasing
number of neurons is seen to enhance the accuracy of the ELM training. This
is because it has a slightly lower degree of freedom as compared to the BR
method. The ELM approach is particularly promising due its application in
dynamical systems which may require fast learning. A simple one dimensional
training data is also examined with artificial noise using both BR and ELM
approaches and the computational benefit of ELM is clearly established.
This investigation leads us to several meaningful insights about the future
of hybrid data and physics driven ROM. For the case of the one dimensional
Burgers equation, our proposed closure may be considered to be an adequate
augmentation to a POD-ROM. However, further investigations are necessary
to test the performance of the closure (for example for noisy data). The use of
BR and ELM (i.e., regularized training) is motivated by the desire to extract
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the underlying statistics of the flow (which are ultimately physics driven) and
they must be ideally tested against experimental data sets with their inherent
background noise. In addition, we also plan to investigate the performance of
this closure for higher dimensional systems and ultimately for real world flow
control problems.
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(a) ELM (b) BR
(c) ELM (d) BR
(e) ELM (f) BR
Fig. 1 Comparison of the regularization ability of ELM and BR algorithms with no noise
(top), a noise of amplitude 0.05 (middle) and a noise of amplitude 0.1 (bottom). Note how
the ELM generally tends to capture the true function behavior better than BR.
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Fig. 2 Exact solution of Burgers equation at Re = 1000.
Fig. 3 Eigenvalues of the snapshot data matrix. Note that first five modes captures almost
94 % of the energy.
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(a) Fourier bases (b) POD bases
Fig. 4 Representative basis functions.
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Fig. 5 The proposed ANN architecture for closure modeling of ROMs.
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(a) M = 5 (b) M = 10
(c) M = 20 (d) M = 30
Fig. 6 Fourier-GP-ROM with different number of modes at Re = 1000.
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(a) M = 5 (b) M = 10
(c) M = 20 (d) M = 30
Fig. 7 POD-GP-ROM with different number of modes at Re = 1000.
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(a) Fourier-GP-ROM (b) POD-GP-ROM
(c) Fourier-ANN-ROM (d) POD-ANN-ROM
(e) Fourier-True (f) POD-True
Fig. 8 Predictive performance of the models using M = 5 modes at Re = 1000. ANN with
Bayesian regularization with 10 neurons.
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(a) Fourier-GP-ROM (Re = 250) (b) Fourier-ANN-ROM(Re = 250)
(c) Fourier-GP-ROM (Re = 1000) (d) Fourier-ANN-ROM(Re = 1000)
(e) Fourier-GP-ROM (Re = 1500) (f) Fourier-ANN-ROM(Re = 1500)
Fig. 9 Time evolution of first few modes when using the Fourier basis. ANN with Bayesian
regularization with 10 neurons. Note that Re = 250 and Re = 1500 cases are not included
in our training set of Re ∈ [200− 1200].
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(a) POD-GP-ROM (Re = 250) (b) POD-ANN-ROM(Re = 250)
(c) POD-GP-ROM (Re = 1000) (d) Fourier-ANN-ROM(Re = 1000)
(e) POD-GP-ROM (Re = 1500) (f) POD-ANN-ROM(Re = 1500)
Fig. 10 Time evolution of first few modes when using the POD basis. ANN with Bayesian
regularization with 10 neurons. Note that Re = 250 and Re = 1500 cases are not included
in our training set of Re ∈ [200− 1200].
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(a) BR (Q = 10) (b) ELM (Q = 10)
(c) ELM (Q = 20) (d) ELM (Q = 40)
Fig. 11 Time evolution of first few modes when using the Fourier basis at Re = 100. Note
that this Reynolds number is not included in our training set of Re ∈ [200− 1200].
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(a) BR (Q = 10) (b) ELM (Q = 10)
(c) ELM (Q = 20) (d) ELM (Q = 40)
Fig. 12 Time evolution of first few modes when using the Fourier basis at Re = 750. Note
that this Reynolds number is not included in our training set of Re ∈ [200− 1200].
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(a) BR (Q = 10) (b) ELM (Q = 10)
(c) ELM (Q = 20) (d) ELM (Q = 40)
Fig. 13 Time evolution of first few modes when using the Fourier basis at Re = 1500. Note
that this Reynolds number is not included in our training set of Re ∈ [200− 1200].
